Enabling the foundation of security every business should have

A cyber attack delivered in any form can be devastating to an organization. Finding skilled defenders, investing in security technologies to protect yourself, and forming a comprehensive security operations strategy can be difficult for an organization whose sole focus is not security itself.

A great deal of intentional effort is required to protect an organization’s data and assets while striking an effective balance between accessibility and growth. By following an industry standard like the CIS Controls* and leveraging economies of scale, CBTS security experts can help you achieve a “Best Practices Framework” that will address the highest priority threats year after year.

Whether your environment is private, cloud, or hybrid, CBTS security experts can help define your starting point, determine your gaps, and ensure you have the foundational security practices needed to help protect your organization.

Our suite of essential security services is purpose-built to help relieve the operational burden of maintaining these practices. Chose the entire suite, or fill the gaps in your defense with the following services based on best-of-breed technology:

- Managed Endpoint Protection
- Managed Threat Detection and Response
- Managed Multi-Factor Authentication
- Managed Vulnerability Scanning
- Managed Patch Management
- Managed Secure Backup
Managed Endpoint Protection
Continuous breach protection with managed prevention, detection, visibility, and intelligence for your endpoints.

Managed Threat Detection and Response
Monitoring 24x7 with notification, guidance, and mitigation. Signature and anomaly detection via Alert Logic for network telemetry and log analysis.

Managed Multi-Factor Authentication
Protect access to sensitive data, applications, and privileged accounts with strong, easy-to-integrate authentication technologies.

Managed Vulnerability Scanning
On an agreed-upon schedule, we perform a scan across internal and external network devices, servers, web applications, databases, and other assets in your cloud, on-premises, or hybrid environment, and provide guidance into the top risks that deserve attention.

Managed Patch Management
Initial identification of flaws and missing patches with prompt and reliable delivery of updates based on an agreed-upon cadence.

Managed Secure Backup
Unified backup and disaster recovery solutions with reliable off-site scalable solutions using Commvault.

Benefits of essential security services

Audit:
By using the Essential Security Services Suite, the complexities of audit and compliance are greatly removed. CBTS security experts provide required reporting, schedule in-depth reviews, and will help answer questions raised during audits.

Financial:
CBTS uses best-of-breed technology, future-proofing your services and removing capital outlay, replacing with a predictable monthly cost. Our security experts remove the day-to-day operational requirements from your staff, allowing you to focus on what you do best.

Intelligence:
Our security team provides 24x7 best-in-class defense with both technology and expertise. We become an extension of your team, adding layers of protection and intelligence most organizations can’t do on their own.

Scalability
Designed to meet your needs, managed security services can grow with you as you focus on innovation and change to grow your business.

*CIS Controls are a security framework of best practices developed by the Center for Internet Security and the SANS Institute. By implementing these controls, a swift and effective response against threats and reduced cybersecurity risks are achieved.